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after At a later or future time afterwards.
Two hours after that.

axle A shaft on which a wheel rotates.
North American railways operate cars at much higher axle loads.

back Cause to move backwards.
The back garden.

backward At or to or toward the back or rear.
Backward square leg.

backwards In reverse of the usual direction or order.
He took a step backwards.

backwater An isolated or peaceful place.
Nothing spoils the tranquillity of this quiet backwater.

below On a floor below.
I ll go below and fix us a drink.

beneath Extending or directly underneath something.
A house built on stilts to allow air to circulate beneath.

crypt A small tubular gland, pit, or recess.

degeneracy Moral perversion; impairment of virtue and moral principles.
A slide into moral degeneracy.

dorsal Facing away from the axis of an organ or organism.
The dorsal aorta.

inferiority An inferior quality.
His sense of failure adds to his feelings of inferiority.

lag Cover with lagging to prevent heat loss.
They waited for Tim who was lagging behind.
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latency
The delay before a transfer of data begins following an instruction for its
transfer.
Subscribers can expect some latency time when issuing a request.

later At or toward an end or late period or stage of development.
A later symptom of the disease.

locale The scene of any event or action (especially the place of a meeting.
Her summers were spent in a variety of exotic locales.

medial Situated near the median plane of the body or the midline of an organ.
A medial consonant.

posterior A person’s buttocks.
A date posterior to the first Reform Bill.

posthumous (of a child) born after the death of its father.
He was awarded a posthumous Military Cross.

rear Located in or toward the back or rear.
On the rearward side.

retreat Make a retreat from an earlier commitment or activity.
The French retreated in disarray.

retroactive (especially of legislation) taking effect from a date in the past.
A big retroactive tax increase.

scenic Relating to theatrical scenery.
The trend to scenic figural work.

subsequent Coming after something in time; following.
The theory was developed subsequent to the earthquake of 1906.

subterranean
Lying beyond what is openly revealed or avowed (especially being kept in
the background or deliberately concealed.
The terrors and hazards of subterranean exploration.

tail The rear part of an aeroplane with the tailplane and rudder.
I can t put a tail on him I don t know where he s gone.

ulterior Beyond or outside an area of immediate interest; remote- G.B.Shaw.
Without ulterior argument.

underneath On the lower or downward side; on the underside of.
Paint was peeling off in flakes to reveal greyish plaster underneath.

ventral On or relating to the underside of an animal or plant; abdominal.
The ventral part of the head.

vista A mental view of a succession of remembered or anticipated events.
Sweeping lawns and landscaped vistas.
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